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Recapitulating pancreatic tumor microenvironment through synergistic use of patient organoids and organ-on-a-chip vasculature
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Introduction
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is the most common form of pancreatic cancer and has poor survival rates, with an average of 8% in a 5-year survival rate [1]. The poor prognosis of PDAC is due to a notably complex microenvironment that complicates treatment. In this heterogeneous microenvironment, the intercellular interactions between different stromal cells, normal epithelial cells, and neoplastic epithelial cells become disoriented to accommodate reorganization into a tumorigenic niche. This cell cross-talk affects stromal development and tumor progression, and ultimately the heterogeneity impacts drug efflux and efficacy.

Experimental procedure
To mimic this evolving paradigm, we have micro-engineered a three-dimensional (3D) vascularized pancreatic adenocarcinoma tissue in a tri-culture system composed of patient derived pancreatic organoids, primary human fibroblasts and endothelial cells on a perfusable InVADE platform situated in a 96-well plate. Uniquely, through synergistic engineering we combined the benefits of cellular fidelity of patient tumor derived organoids with the addressability of a plastic organ-on-a-chip platform.

Results and Discussion
Validation of this platform included demonstrating the growth of pancreatic tumor organoids by monitoring the change in metabolic activity of the tissue. Investigation of tumor microenvironmental behavior highlighted the role of fibroblasts in symbiosis with patient organoid cells, resulting in a six-fold increase of collagen deposition, higher level of fibrotic-related cytokine (IL-6) and chemokine (MCP-1) detected in the tumor microenvironment and a corresponding increase in tissue stiffness in
comparison to fibroblast free controls. The value of a perfusable vascular network was evident in drug screening, as perfusion of gemcitabine into a stiffened matrix did not show the dose-dependent effects on tumor viability as those under static conditions.

**Conclusion**

These findings demonstrate the importance of studying the dynamic synergistic relationship between patient cells with stromal fibroblasts, in a 3D perfused vascular network, to accurately understand and recapitulate the tumor microenvironment.
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